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ABSTRACT

Traffic in the city of Bogor is relatively high. With this level of density, the city of Bogor is classified as the second most congested city after DKI Jakarta. Achieving the process of transporting passengers and goods as optimally as possible in a certain space and time taking into account several factors such as safety, comfort, smoothness, time efficiency and costs according to these needs. The balance and needs of transportation facilities and infrastructure in achieving its goals is the real movement of each user. The main objective of this study is to formulate a model for the sustainability of transportation facilities and infrastructure in the management of public transport with the concept of inter-regional cooperation. The originality/novelty in the research is a) the handling of the model of sustainability of transportation facilities and public transport transportation infrastructure in the two regions of Bogor regency and Bogor city, b) the sustainability of the public transport management model with the concept of inter-regional cooperation, namely Bogor regency and Bogor city in reducing congestion between the two buffer city. The methods used are survey methods, interviews and studies of expert opinions. This concept is called MODEL SUSTAIN-SARPRASKOKABO_2023. By referring to this initial concept, it is hoped that a balanced and sustainable traffic pattern in Indonesia will soon be realized.

Keywords: means of transportation; transportation infrastructure; continuity; cooperation; model SUSTAIN-SARPRASKOKABO_2023.

INTRODUCTION

The history of the founding of the city of Bogor can be identified with the city of Rain. Bogor has a higher annual rainfall compared to other cities in the Indonesian region. The average rainfall is high, ranging from 4,000 to 4,500 mm/year. Along with the nickname of the city of Rain, the city of Bogor is a city with quite a lot of urban public transportation, so it is nicknamed the city of a thousand public transportation. The city of Bogor has an area of 11,850 ha, is located at 106º 48' East Longitude and 6º 36' South Latitude, ± 56km south of the capital city of Jakarta and ± 130km west of the city of Bandung. The city area of Bogor is bordered by, to the north: Kemang sub-district, Bojonggede sub-district, and Sukaraja sub-district, Bogor district. Eastern part of Bogor city: Sukaraja sub-district and Ciawi sub-district, Bogor district. While the western part: Dramaga sub-district and Ciomas sub-district, Bogor district. Southern part: Cijeruk sub-district and Caringin sub-district, Bogor district. Bogor City has an administrative area consisting of 6 sub-districts, 68 sub-districts, 750 RWs and 3,349 RTs. The average air temperature every month is 26oC. Bogor City is at an altitude of 190–330m asl, slopes ranging from 0-2% to > 40%, with an area according to the slope of 0-2% (flat) covering an area of 1,763.94 ha, 2-15% (sloping) covering an area of 8,091 .27 ha, 15-25% (rather steep) covering 1,109.89 ha, 25-40% (steep) covering 764.96 ha, and > 40% (very steep) covering 119.94 ha (Bogor City in Figures, 2011). The population of the city of Bogor is 1.097 million in statistical data collection (BPS city of Bogor, 2018).
Bogor Regency has an area of 2,663.81 km² and is located at 106° 01' and 107° 103' East Longitude and 6° 47' South Latitude and 6° 19' North Latitude. This area has various morphological levels with an altitude of 15-100m asl by 29.28%, 42.62% at an altitude of 100-550m asl while 19.53% is in the range of 500-100m asl and 8.43% is at 1000-2000m asl. The mountainous part is > 2000m asl, which is 0.22%. Road infrastructure in the Bogor district is 69.5% good, 7.5% is heavily damaged, while 15.5% is moderately damaged and 7.5% is slightly damaged (Bogor district in figures, 2018). Bogor Regency has a population of 6.088 million people (BPS Bogor district, 2020).

Transportation in improving transportation facilities is a type of activity that is very important for social life in Indonesia. The journey of people in improving transportation infrastructure facilities is seen from transportation services in supporting their activities. The role of road traffic and transportation is very important so that it must get optimal priority and service from the government and transportation service providers. The majority of Indonesian people still depend on public transportation to facilitate their mobility due to several factors. Communities who move with different goals need means of supporting movement in the form of private transportation (cars, motorcycles) and public transportation (Paratransit, Masstransit). The handling of transportation problems is faced with very complicated and unresolved problems. The connection between transportation facilities and infrastructure is indeed closely related to social problems, human awareness, and the willingness of all parties to help minimize the damage that has been caused. The increasing costs of traffic jams, air pollution, environmental noise and others, it is necessary to take steps to guide, control and supervise.

High economic growth in urban areas generates urban flows from villages to cities. High human movement results in wasted fuel, wasted time, air pollution and noise pollution, high levels of stress and a decrease in the health of the population.

Vehicular traffic begins with regular lanes and public transport with very regular route permits. This regularity will result in orderly traffic. Good and correct driving is followed by obeying traffic signs in a proven manner. Drivers are expected to comply (Munawar, 2011; Gudmundsson and Regmi, 2017; Shafabakhsh and Motamedi, 2016). The relationship between speed, volume and density is the relationship between speed (v), volume (q) and density (k) called the basic diagram of road activity levels. This relationship in the form of a curve empirically can be described. The increase in vehicle speed is affected because the traffic volume on the road is low, if the traffic volume is high, the vehicle speed is vice versa, which is low (Sadeghi and Askarinejad, 2007; Mwebesa et al., 2018; Jung et al., 2013).

Traffic in the city of Bogor is relatively high. With this level of density, the city of Bogor is classified as the second most congested city after DKI Jakarta (Bogor City Government, 2012; Ministry of Transportation of the Republic of Indonesia, 2015). Based on these criteria, the authors provide a real picture in the field of the current condition of Bogor. The description of Bogor city traffic can be used as material for consideration in making policies regarding transportation. Transportation modeling in the concept of movement generation is connecting one characteristic with another. Such as socio-economic characteristics with movement behavior from one zone to another. So that the movement patterns with the various characteristics above are based on movement patterns in the city transportation system (Ahferon and Svensson, 2009; Banerjee et al., 2012; Baum-Snow et al., 2014; Cristobal et al., 2017). This pattern is described in the form of movement flows, namely motorized vehicles, passenger transportation and goods transportation. This movement starts from a zone to a destination zone at a certain time. Efforts to organize transportation with the concept of equality between all levels of society. Movement in the transportation system is the physical movement of people and goods with or without means of transportation (Pfaffenbichler and Shepherd, 2002; Sun et al., 2017; Roshandeh et al., 2016). The transportation system is a form of interrelatedness between actors within its scope, such as users, goods, infrastructure and facilities, both natural and planned. This system means coordinating movement with components that use media in measurable transportation processes (Li et al., 2017; Mampearcachhi, and Masakorala, 2018; Rymarz et al., 2015; Stogios, 2018).
Achieving the process of transporting passengers and goods as optimally as possible in a certain space and time taking into account several factors such as safety, comfort, smoothness, time efficiency and costs according to these needs. The balance and needs of transportation facilities and infrastructure in achieving its goals is the real movement of each user. The process that covers the movement of users, namely with different characteristics, especially in the purpose of traveling, transportation costs and time used. The transportation system uses the main components, namely spatial configuration, transportation technology and institutional systems (Atallah et al., 2018; Buehler, 2018; Fellner et al., 2018; Jittrapirom et al., 2018).

Characteristics of the movement of people and goods (travel flows) is a concept with the characteristics of the movement of people and goods with infrastructure and means of transportation. The implementation of a transportation system with these characteristics is supported by four interrelated concepts and will lead to an integrated system. The four concepts are multimodal, multidimensional, multistakeholder and multiagency (Sloop et al., 2013; Swierstra et al., 2017; Wasike, 2001; Wright, 2015).

The pattern of organizing the transportation system in the development of all interrelated sectors. The role of transportation is very important with the linkages between the economic sector, transportation and needs in the development of regional development (Wismans et al., 2019; Hatefi, 2018). This has an effect on the potential of supporting sub-sectors in carrying out their functions as drivers of development and serving economic activities directly. An overview of economic activities in supporting transportation and production processes in carrying out these activity processes. Activities in transportation that are a concrete manifestation of the role of traffic are 2 activities, namely land use from one region to another administrative area (Coyle and Rosewell, 2014; Esmaelzadeh and Nakhaie-Jazar, 1997; Goodbody Economic Consultants, 2017). Areas that touch in the transportation system are two or more administrative areas that support and influence each other. This influence is utilized in managing transportation simultaneously and influences the role of each region. Inter-regional cooperation in managing transportation facilities and infrastructure is needed. Likewise the infrastructure network and service network for each transportation with all the routes that cover it. The influence of demand from one region will have an impact on demand in other areas that are interrelated (Rosni et al., 2018; Yatskiv et al., 2012).

The pattern of utilization of potential areas within the scope of influence on the development of transportation in certain areas has an impact and changes. Changes in positive and negative levels will be the pattern of transportation trips from adjacent environments. A real approach in utilizing space can be done using the concept that some areas contribute to the progress of their transportation. This assumption is realized by regional cooperation with each other with a clear pattern. Followed by rules that provide free movement of transportation development in accordance with agreed regulations (Cristobal et al., 2017a; Jacobs et al., 2018).

A sustainable form of cooperation between regions will get better results than providing policies in one or more policies within the framework of one region. Utilization of this collaboration that has not been touched on regional level arrangements in overcoming transportation problems in the Bogor area. Researchers try to provide the best solution that can be applied in structuring this area. The arrangement of the area in question is the arrangement of transportation infrastructure and facilities, the arrangement of public routes and transportation as well as the transportation of goods (Eboli et al., 2017b; Harun et al., 2017).

The indicators of poor traffic services can be seen from the low travel speed, the average length of the queue, the length of travel time and the high traffic barriers along the roads in the Bogor City area. If these conditions are not anticipated in advance, then it is feared that sooner or later the city of Bogor will become an unattractive city and be avoided by road users and there will be a burden on the people of Bogor city who are spent on travel needs.

Transportation problems in the city of Bogor and Bogor district are very complex and varied. This diversity is supported by the increasingly uncontrolled growth in the number of motorized vehicles. Because the control is getting out of control and there are social factors that follow, including the ease of getting motorized vehicles, both cash and credit, types of motorcycles or cars. In the problem
of transportation, it can answer various conditions both infrastructure, facilities and service systems that provide population mobility services, expedite the movement of goods and open access to all areas. Aside from being transportation accessibility, in principle the most important function in transportation matters is as a driving force for development (the promoting function) and serving real activities, especially the running economy (the servicing function) (Ruske et al., 2018; Tolujevs et al., 2018; Widodo, 2014).

Several studies state that transportation problems revolve around the number of vehicles, congestion caused, roads that are less supportive and comfort in driving (Tini et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018). Observing the facts and phenomena above, the author seeks to compile studies and model the problems that exist around transportation with the concept of regionalism as a solution.

Transportation in Indonesia is very diverse, this diversity of transportation is very unique when viewed from its type. Most land transportation is dominated by two-wheeled motorized vehicles. This motorbike is the most complete form of transportation and is widely found, both in urban areas including big cities and in rural or suburban areas (Ganda CF et.al, 2019; Kariman N, Akbardin J, 2019; Syaiful S et.al, 2022; Syaiful S et.al, 2022). This is because land transportation ownership is very easy to get. With credit or cash purchases, you can own a motorbike. Especially credit with a down payment of 500,000 IDR, you can already own a motorbike. However, it should also be considered that the impact of this easy ownership makes densely populated areas narrow and noisy with the sound of motorbikes. Because every house has a narrow alley even though it has a motorbike. This will make cities with dense populations will be burdened with the existence of this motorbike (Syaiful S, Rusfana H, 2022; Syaiful S, Pratama Y, 2019; Syaiful S, Hariyadi D, 2019).

Apart from that, it is also necessary to have government policy in regulating regulations on the existence of motorcycles, as well as private cars not to have more than one vehicle, namely one car and one motorbike for 1 family. This will reduce the impact of congestion, especially on densely populated highways and main roads where congestion is a common sight every day. The population density in big cities makes it possible to increase transportation activities in the city. Anticipation has been carried out by outreach to residents to take public transportation, mass rapid transit, intermodal transportation, feeder transportation and other public transportation. This activity is carried out to avoid traffic jams, air pollution and noise pollution, the city becomes beautiful, green and environmentally friendly (Syaiful S et.al, 2020; Syaiful S Fadly A, 2020; Syaiful S et.al, 2021; Syaiful S et.al, 2023).

Based on some of the problems that arise, the author seeks to find problem points and solutions that can be proposed regarding the policies taken by the government in the study area later. From the description of the background, the identification of the problem above, the author seeks to provide a recommendation regarding the model of sustainability of transportation facilities and infrastructure in the management of public transportation with the concept of inter-regional cooperation. The formulation of the problem that the author suggests is as follows:

a. How is the condition of the transportation infrastructure in supporting the concept of adequate traffic?
b. How big is the influence of the performance of public transport in serving passengers as a concept of good traffic?
c. What is the strategic model for decision making regarding public transportation facilities in the study area?
d. What is the model of sustainable management of public transport with inter-district and city cooperation patterns?

The purpose of this study is to obtain a model for the sustainability of public transportation facilities and infrastructure that is well managed, so that the model for applying this concept in other regions and in other countries is in accordance with good public transport services.

The main objective of this study is to formulate a model for the sustainability of transportation facilities and infrastructure in the management of public transport with the concept of inter-regional cooperation. The research has 4 (four) derivative objectives, namely:
a. Evaluating the concept of existing transportation facilities in the study area,
b. Formulate the facilities of public transportation operating in the study area,
c. Modeling decision making on the sustainability of public transportation facilities in the study area,
d. Obtain a strategic model for decision-making regarding public transportation facilities with the concept of cooperation between districts and cities.

The model of sustainability of transportation facilities and infrastructure in the management of public transport with the concept of inter-regional cooperation is good and is widely carried out by experts and academics in Indonesia. Sustainable arrangements and management in terms of various aspects with a review of the cooperation model have never been carried out.

Originality novelty in research is showing:

a. Handling the model of sustainability of transportation facilities and public transport infrastructure in the two areas of Bogor district and Bogor city,
b. Sustainability of the public transport management model with the concept of inter-regional cooperation, namely Bogor district and Bogor city in reducing congestion between the two buffer cities.

Theory about traffic

Traffic is a system consisting of components. The first main component or a head way system (time between two successive vehicles when passing a point on a road) includes all types of infrastructure and facilities of all types of existing transportation, namely: road networks, road complements, road facilities, transportation public and private, and other types of vehicles that carry out the transportation process, namely moving people or materials from one place to another which is limited to a certain distance. Traffic in the 2009 Law defines the movement of vehicles and people in the road traffic space. Road traffic space is an infrastructure intended for the movement of vehicles, people and/or goods in the form of roads and passenger facilities.

Theory about the transportation system

The transportation system is an attachment and link between humans, vehicles, goods, infrastructure and facilities in the context of moving people or goods, both naturally and artificially/engineered. While the transportation system is an integral part of the functions and activities of society, where there is a very close relationship with the range and location of production activities and the fulfillment of goods and services available for consumption (Law, 2009). Furthermore, it is also explained about the five main elements of transportation, namely: 1) humans who need transportation, 2) goods needed by humans, 3) vehicles as means of transportation, 4) roads as transportation infrastructure and 5) Organizations as transportation managers.

Theory about public transport stops

The definition of public transportation stopping facilities is a location where passengers can get on and off public transportation, and also locations where public transportation can stop to pick up and drop off passengers. The operational policy of public transport stops usually depends on two main factors, namely: a) Level of Travel Demand. The point is the level of travel demand, namely the number of passenger movements that need to be anticipated by public transport operators on their route trajectories, b) walking distances that are still acceptable. This means that the walking distance is still acceptable, namely the distance that is still considered comfortable from the place of residence of the prospective passenger to the nearest stop (Decision of the Director General of Land Transportation, 1996)

Road capacity

Road capacity is the maximum flow of vehicles through the road, under certain conditions. This depends on the number and width of traffic lanes and the amount of disturbance to traffic flow. Ideal capacity conditions are determined, among others: 1) smooth, undisturbed traffic flow, free from disturbances by vehicles and pedestrians, 2) only passenger cars are available, 3) standard width of traffic lanes is 3.65 meters, 4) there is no barrier to overtaking visibility. Road capacity is the
maximum number of vehicles that can be accommodated by a road segment at a certain time period based on the geometric, pattern and composition of traffic flow/volume and factors around the road. The amount of the conversion value for converting vehicle data into passenger car units (pcu) is as stipulated in the Indonesian Highway Capacity Manual (IHCM). Passenger car unit conversion values (pcu) for roads and intersections are as shown in table 1 below.

Table 1. SMP conversion values for vehicle types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transportation type</th>
<th>Conversion Value (pmp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light vehicle</td>
<td>1,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy vehicle</td>
<td>1,20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle</td>
<td>0,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-motorized vehicles</td>
<td>0,80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IHCM, 1997

Calculation of road capacity

Based on the Indonesian Highway Capacity Manual (IHCM), the road capacity for inner-city roads is formulated as follows:

\[ C = C_0 \times F_w \times F_{ks} \times F_{sp} \times F_{sf} \times F_{cs} \]

Which:
- \( C_0 \): base capacity
- \( F_w \): width of the road benefit
- \( F_{ks} \): road shoulder
- \( F_{sp} \): median
- \( F_{sf} \): friction factor
- \( F_{cs} \): total population of the city

Road service level

Road sections can be assessed by knowing the level of service that exists in the IHCM guidelines and is based on the range of V/C ratio values for road segments.

Theories about transportation sustainability

Characteristics of the movement of people and goods (travel flows) is a concept with the characteristics of the movement of people and goods with infrastructure and means of transportation. The implementation of a transport system with these characteristics is supported by four interrelated concepts and will lead to an integrated system. The four concepts are multimodal, multidimensional, multistakeholder and multiagency.

Similar previous research

Previous research that is similar to the concept of public transport management can be described in this section with reinforcement for each concept.

a. Journal of Land Transportation Research, Vol. 21, No. 1, 2019, Pgs 1-12. Evaluation of the sustainability of public transportation accessibility in the city of Sukabumi, I Made Arka Hermawan, Santun R.P Sitorus, Machfud, IF. Poernomosidhi, Umar Mansyur. Transportation College of the Ministry of Transportation of the Republic of Indonesia. The concept in this study is a key factor in the economic dimension. The key to sustainability is not discussed in detail so that it is not maximized because the calculation model is not measured precisely by involving 4 dimensions. In the right study there must be 5 or more dimensions to achieve all aspects of the sustainability of public transport in a good and structured manner. The gap analysis in this research needs to consider dimensions to support the strength of research studies, especially public transport in urban areas.

Moh. Nurul Iman, Polite R.P Sitorus, Machfud, IF. Poernomosidhi, Widiatmaka. Study Program of Natural Resources and Environmental Management at the Bogor Agricultural University Postgraduate School. The concept of the level of sustainability of public transport is studied using 4 dimensions, namely, economic, social, environmental and service performance. In researching the sustainability of public transport, at least 5 dimensions or more must be determined so that the sustainability of public transport is more focused. The gap analysis obtained from this study is used as a consideration for continuing the research pattern with a targeted and measurable model.

c. Journal of Land Transportation Research, Vol. 23, No. 2, 2021, Pgs 122-134. Evaluation of public transportation in Surakarta through Fuzzy Quality function Deployment. Writers Septin Puji Astuti, Taufik Ismail Alhakim, Eko Setiawan. IAIN Surakarta Islamic Business Management Study Program, Industrial Engineering Study Program, Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. The performance studied was only 1 route with Batik Solo Trans (BST) corridor 1 for Adisumarmo Boyolali Airport-Palur Karanganyar Terminal. Methods with FGDs, interviews, questionnaires, then with the application of Fuzzy-QFD in improving public transportation services, especially BST. The reliability of QFD is still very doubtful considering the suggestions of previous authors (Schockert et al, 2013) because the respondents are diverse, so the level of accuracy is lacking. The results discuss driver skills, service quality, and level of safety. Another thing is the minimal facilities for persons with disabilities. The gap analysis obtained from this study is used as a consideration for continuing the research pattern with a targeted and measurable model.

d. Indonesian Journal of Public Policy and Management Review, Vol. 1 No. 1, 2012, Pgs 1-10. Management Strategy for Highway Public Transport in Semarang City. Writers Agatha Debby, Herbasuki Nurcahyo, Mariyam Musawa, Department of Public Administration, Faculty of Social and Political Sciences, Diponegoro University, Semarang. The study in this study uses the power of SWOT analysis in determining public transport handling policies. One strategy in managing public transport is not enough. The results of the study are 1) monitoring public transport when carrying out KIR tests, 2) evaluating routes once a year, 3) optimizing public transport in improving its services to passengers. The gap analysis from this study is the lack of control in terms of stabilizing and strengthening the management of public transport in accordance with a clear concept so that both policy makers, operators and users as parties benefit as a win-win solution.

e. Dissertation of the Postgraduate School of the Bogor Agricultural Institute, 2008, Management Model of sustainable non-bus passenger public transport for the city of Makassar, Umar Mansyur. The study in this research is to improve the performance of non-bus passenger public transport route patterns which are influenced by high population movements due to the influence of the socio-economic level of the community, land use, level of transportation service, transportation comfort, load factors and road conditions, and the integration of non-public transport management models. -the bus model of assistance for the development of geographic information system areas, namely with social, environmental, institutional and economic aspects. This concept has actually answered with a public transport management model, but not all aspects have been reviewed. The gap analysis in this research occurs when the technology aspect has not been included, the aspect of transportation facilities and infrastructure also does not exist.

f. Transportation Research Interdisciplinary Perspec, 11 (2022) Pg. 123-136. Evaluating the potential of online review data for augmenting traditional transportation planning performance management. Golnaz Sarram writer, Stephanie S. Ivey. Intermodal Freight Transportation Institute (IFTI), Herff College of Engineering, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN, 38152, USA. The purpose of this paper is to investigate and discuss how cities are managed in the anti-pandemic new normal. and this in light of unexpected phenomena such as: the ongoing modal shift from public transport to private modes vs. the new momentum gained by walking, and social lifestyles that were and are now confined by unregulated behavior, also affecting land use. added to the unpreparedness of pre-pandemic transport policies and new opportunities that emerged; fresh directions for research and development, for example in the field of urban
mobility management. With the added aim of contributing to advancing further research, this paper also clearly demonstrates that crises can be overcome simply by considering different areas of action and by considering our shared past.

Based on the literacy above, the concept offered in each study is only limited to forming a forum according to the needs of each region, so that it is still possible not to implement it with various obstacles at every level. Decisions taken must also be supported by the readiness of personnel in carrying out any existing decisions so that the concept offered will be more targeted to the public who use public service facilities. This research offers a different concept and becomes the basis for application in various regions in Indonesia, as well as abroad. Management of the transportation system with this concept is offered so that each region can carry it out well even though it is across different administrative areas.

RESEARCH METHODS
Reasearch Data
This research was carried out by collecting data from December 2023 to March 2023. There are 6 (six) locations to support public transportation activities and the road network on the border of Bogor city and Bogor district. The amount and volume of city transport traffic is a model of public transportation with existing facilities and infrastructure along the route and its journeys. So that a model of transportation infrastructure will be obtained as a form that will represent the results of the research as a complete mindset of every decision making in the management of public transportation. Identify the number of public transportation that passes through the route with the number of nodes/modes of intersection of the lines as evaluation material. The need for public transportation, mode-integrating transportation, paratransit transportation will be seen from the routes that are passed. So that both transportation facilities and infrastructure are more supported by the concept offered will produce the expected public transport routes. Supporting government programs as regulators and private/organizations as operators for the provision of public transport services. Big cities that represent the use of public transport have launched BRT as an alternative to support integrated public transport services. This concept is the result of an in-depth study of the BRT program to support the existence of public transportation and other paratransits, including online motorcycle taxis, which began to grow in the early 2020s.

When viewed from passenger demand and the recovery of operating costs for public transport, it is classified as low when viewed from competition between angkots, route intersections, public transport supporting facilities and infrastructure. With regard to public transport facilities and infrastructure, it is evident that this sector is the most difficult to manage and manage properly. The operation of public transport and the management of public transport facilities and infrastructure is very attractive and more profitable if the management is in accordance with the policy.

A brief description of the method of research
This study carried out procedures for collecting primary data by identifying 6 existing locations in the study area. After the study location is determined, the location determination point will be identified which will be the focus of the research. Existing data concerns the area, land ownership/land use and facilities that can be recommended as policy proposals taken. Use of GPS (Garmin 2108) for 10 days including camera use, Vertex rental for 6 days, use of a roll meter to measure location for 10 days which will be studied. Also used to measure the noise level generated by motorized vehicles using a Sound Level Meter / SLM for 10 days of data collection and to map the research area using the Phantom 3 Pro Drone for 5 days. To determine the exact location in placing the results of the recommendations using the theodolite as the accuracy of the research results for 5 days. Furthermore, the speed, volume and density of vehicles in the study area are calculated as supporting data recommendations for the development of research proposals.

Location and time of research
The location has been determined by mapping the existing conditions of public transport facilities and infrastructure in the city of Bogor, which borders the Bogor district. The reason is that the synergy of progress between cities and regencies can be followed up with inter-regional cooperation
programs in improving the public transport services that have been created. While the research time was set from March 2023 to June 2023. Furthermore, in determining the research points, 6 (six) locations were determined, all of which were on the border of the Bogor Regency and the city of Bogor with details as shown in Figure 1 below.

![Map of the location of the Bogor regency and Bogor city road networks](image)

**Figure 1.** Map of the location of the Bogor regency and Bogor city road networks

### Object, population and sample

The object of research is the means of transportation in the form of motorized vehicles such as cars, bicycles, motorcycles, rickshaws and bicycles which are vehicles used as a means of transportation. The population used in this study is as stated earlier in the research background, namely residents of the city of Bogor and residents of Bogor district so that after calculating the total population and the number of samples used, there are 326 samples consisting of public vehicle operators and public transport users and users public transport infrastructure. It is divided into 3 parts and added by the number of experts as many as 5 experts, as described above. So the total sample is 331 samples.

In determining the sample, the number of samples is determined based on purposive sampling. Data with this sample includes respondents who use motorized vehicles, users of public transportation, operators of public transportation. The number of samples used as research targets was 326 samples consisting of study locations in the district and city of Bogor. The questionnaire method was developed in taking data samples for its determination based on the Slovin formula (Sevilla et al., 1960), namely:

\[
    n = \frac{N}{1 + Ne^2}
\]

**Description:**

- \( n \) = Number of samples
- \( N \) = Total population
- \( e \) = Fault tolerance limit

The Slovin formula can be used to determine sample size in research using the survey method, with the assumption that the population has homogeneous and random characteristics. Slovin's formula is as follows:

\[
    N = \frac{N}{1 + N(e)^2}
\]

Where:

- \( N \) = Total population
- \( n \) = Number of samples
- \( e \) = Fault tolerance limit

...
The population of Bogor in 2022 is 1,097,000 people (BPS Kota Bogor, 2022) and the allowed error rate is 5%, so the number of samples required can be calculated as follows:

\[
n = \frac{1.097.000}{1 + (1.097.000 \times 0.05)^2} \\
n = \frac{1.097.000}{1 + 3.365.225} \\
n = \frac{1.097.000}{3.366.225} \\
n = 326
\]

So, according to Slovin's formula, the number of samples needed for this study is around 399. However, this is only an initial estimate and must be reconsidered with other considerations such as the research objectives and research methods used.

Meanwhile data collection uses an expert system/expert by taking several criteria included in it. 1) expertise/expertise at the academic/researcher level as many as two people, 2) expertise/expertise as decision makers as many as two people, 3) expertise/special skills such as experts in the field of transportation in this case the Indonesian Transportation Society/MTI one person. So the number of respondents in this expert system is set at 5 (five) people with the assumption that the range of experts and experts is between 3-7 experts/respondents (Hora, 2004).

Research data collection methods

Research data collection methods are divided into several parts. Each method uses a different method depending on the data to be processed and the data to be used in each form that has been defined. Collecting data in the form of a questionnaire by conducting interviews for each activity carried out by public transportation operators as many as 100 (one hundred) respondents, users of public transportation including the use of transportation infrastructure used while traveling as many as 176 (one hundred seventy six) respondents.

Furthermore, respondents who only used intersections but did not use public transportation as a means of transportation were 50 (fifty) respondents. To complement the power of decision making, 2 (two) experts came from Academics, 1 (one) expert came from the Bogor District Transportation and Highways Service and 1 (one) expert came from the Traffic and Road Transportation Service Raya city of Bogor, as well as 1 (one) expert from the Indonesian Transportation Society. The type of questionnaire can be seen in the attachment which is displayed separately from this proposal.

Instruments and research process

In determining the research instrument, it can be described based on 4 (four) objectives that will be developed into subsequent activities.

a. Evaluating the concept of transportation facilities and public transportation infrastructure in the study area.

This concept uses an instrument based on the evaluation of public transportation facilities and infrastructure in the study area by treating the choice of strategies equally, namely determining the one strategy that has the greatest impact. Emphasis on implementation that has a high priority weight with the SWOT factor. Use within the SWOT framework to evaluate SWOT factors in a systematic and measurable manner. This combination will produce a quantitative measure of the importance of decision-making factors (Kurtila et al., 2000). There are 4 SWOT stages, namely (Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats). Factors that influence this are by identifying strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. In the internal environment there are strengths and weaknesses and external are opportunities and threats that are relevant in identifying each group. Then construct a pairwise comparison matrix for each related hierarchical level. The results of the calculation of the pairwise comparison matrix will obtain the eigenvector value as the priority weight value for each SWOT group, the SWOT factor by determining the choice of strategy. The results of pairwise comparisons for the SWOT analysis are described in the form of a strength group comparison matrix, a weakness group comparison matrix, an opportunity
group comparison matrix and finally a threat group comparison matrix. Next, the global priority value is calculated. This stage is to calculate the global priority value for each SWOT factor. The global priority value is obtained by multiplying the group priority value with the factor/local priority value (Gallego-Ayala and Juizo, 2011). Identification of SWOT factors based on the results of field surveys, desk studies, structured interviews with experts.

b. Formulate the facilities of public transportation operating in the study area.

This calculation model is the real condition of operating public transport by looking at the conditions in the field, the possibility of rerouting and the form of operational improvement of the operating public transport. The patterns studied are convenience, security, punctuality followed by an increase in service quality. There are two components to assess this public transport facility. The first is using the concept of Ministerial regulations regarding service levels and the second is using the SATURN model, with an analysis of public transport capacity calculations.

c. Modeling decision making on the sustainability of public transport facilities and infrastructure in the study area

In determining the sustainability model is to describe the level/status of sustainability for each model form of public transportation facilities and infrastructure in each study area at 11 (eleven) study plan points in the city and district of Bogor. The model for the sustainability of public transport facilities and infrastructure using the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) analysis approach uses software from Rapid Appraisal for Fisheries (Rapfish) with the concept of a Non-Parametric Multidimensional Scalling approach (Kruskal and Wish 1978; Preikshot et al., 1998). The stages of operation using the Rapid Appraisal for Settlements (Rap-Settlement) process software are as follows:

Determination of the topic/theme of the model of public transport facilities and infrastructure with a pattern of cooperation between regions, both Bogor district and Bogor city.

a. Determination of the study dimensions and attributes of each study dimension, namely 12 technological attributes, 12 service level attributes, 10 economic attributes, 8 ecological attributes, 8 social attributes and 10 institutional attributes.

b. Determined score for each attribute
c. Determine the value of the score in the process using predefined software
d. Next determine the sustainability index for each dimension by assigning sustainability (%)
e. Me-run leverage analysis in obtaining the leverage of attribute is an attribute lever of sustainability in each dimension.
f. After that Monte Carlo analysis to see the effect of error (error) to increase the level of validity of the model analysis.
g. Get an R2 value in the accuracy assessment
h. Calculation of the stress value in determining the level of mismatch in the basic concept.
i. Calculation of the Root Mean Square (RMS) value for each dimension
j. Determination of kite-diagrams for the dimensions of model sustainability.

In compiling the index on the sustainability status of the models of public transport facilities and infrastructure with inter-regional collaboration patterns, both Bogor district and Bogor city for each dimension and their attributes. So that the assessment score for each dimension is obtained with the worst (bad) scale of 0% to the best (good) 100%. Next, table 2 shows the relationship between the assessment index categories below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Index Value</th>
<th>Sustainability category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 – 25</td>
<td>Bad; Not sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26 – 50</td>
<td>Not enough; Less sustainable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>51 – 75</td>
<td>Enough; Sufficiently sustainable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>76 - 100</td>
<td>Good; Very sustainable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In determining the key factors for the traffic engineering model and transportation system in the study area, a prospective analysis approach was used by analyzing problems using an expert system by rearranging decision designs using a different approach (Bourgeois and Jesus, 2004). Meanwhile, to realize this prospective with 2 stages of prospective analysis as follows:

a. Determination of key factors by identifying all key factors using the criteria in Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) analysis.
b. Determine the strategic goals and interests of the main actors in the sustainability model.

The direct influence between factors in the determined system is a form of a matrix system based on table 3 below.

**Table 3. Effect and dependency matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Bourgeois and Jesus, 2004).

At this level, we identify that the key elements can change in determining the state (state) for each factor, examine changes together and describe scenarios that pair changes by discussing scenarios and their implications for the system to be determined.

Primary data includes, structured interviews with experts/experts including 2 (two) people from academics with expertise in transportation, 2 (two) people from related institutions/agencies and 1 (one) person from the Indonesian Transportation Society/MTI.

Secondary data includes:

a. Existing data related to public transportation facilities,
b. Existing data related to public transport infrastructure,
c. Existing data on public transport route permits passing through the study location,
d. Real data on the number of public transportation operating in the study location,
e. The level of public transport services in the study location.

Furthermore, after determining the secondary data and primary data, the steps taken are data processing using a predetermined and planned model.

A strategic model for making decisions about public transportation facilities and infrastructure with the concept of cooperation between districts and cities.

Building a model for determining decisions based on alternative policies in determining models of public transportation facilities and infrastructure with the concept of inter-regional cooperation using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) approach. There are several stages in determining alternative policies to construct a functional hierarchy, namely human perception. AHP in determining using a comparison scale is shown according to table 4 below.
Table 4. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) comparison scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equally important (Equal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A little more important (Moderate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Obviously more important (Strong)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Very clearly important (Very strong)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Absolute is more important (Extreme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,4,6,8</td>
<td>When in doubt between 2 adjacent values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1/(1-9)</td>
<td>The opposite of the value of the level of importance from Scale 1-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Saaty, 2008).

The data needed for this purpose includes: Structured interviews with experts/experts including 2 (two) people from Academics, 2 (two) people from related institutions and 1 (one) person from the Indonesian Transportation Society/MTI. Additional data from related agencies as well as data from reference books, as well as study reports on transportation facilities and infrastructure and journals on public transport and the level of public transport services such as.

- a. Conditions of operating public transport,
- b. Conditions of the surrounding environment including traffic signs, APILL, school-free area markers,
- c. Public transportation that operates according to a predetermined schedule,
- d. Forms of questions to be asked to experts/experts.

Analysis Methods

The analytical method applied for each destination is different treatment, but in general it can be described in study 3.6 above, namely for the first objective using SWOT analysis, while for the second objective using the SATURN calculation based on the matrix of origin and destination and service levels of public transport and service levels of facilities and infrastructure transportation in silalah study. The third objective uses data analysis using the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) method and the last one uses Hierarchy Process Analysis (AHP) analysis. These four objectives have been briefly discussed in the research instrument section.

Research flow chart

Furthermore, the author will display a research flowchart which is used as a reference for determining each attribute in this study. Based on the display below, the author will display the research flowchart in accordance with the concepts that the author has arranged properly, which can be seen in Figure 2 below.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Description of critically reviewed relevant and up-to-date literature

Studies on the transportation sustainability model have started since 2022 so that it can become a reference for the integrated transportation concept. Continuing the research program from Syaiful, 2022 concerning the traffic engineering model in the transportation system with a pattern of sustainable inter-regional cooperation in the city of Bogor. This research is a dissertation in the IPB University Natural Resources and Environmental Management study program in 2022. This study focuses on the performance of signalized intersections in the buffer zones of the city and district of Bogor. The pattern of traffic engineering modeling in the Bogor area concluded that the LOS level for the 5 (five) intersections still needed further treatment, especially treatment at peak hours. Including sustainable activities in the transportation system and traffic engineering at every intersection as a multimodal concept by maximizing the function of mass public transport. Factors affecting the technological dimension that put pressure on policy as decision makers. The concepts and patterns offered in this study are PARUNGSEPMPLAK and CIAWIBARANANGSIANG as regional transportation system development concepts.

According to Francesco Censori et.al, 2022 in a study entitled Sustainable and resistant Road Infrastructures: The Role of the Envision Framework as a Guide to a New Design Approach, focuses on 3 components of the model, namely the first scenario of procuring bicycle lane infrastructure to reduce noise, scenario the second is structuring green areas and the third scenario is by planting shade trees on either side of the road to reduce noise and air pollution. The sustainable concept in this study is an added value in creating a sustainable world as a future infrastructure design concept.

According to Golnaz Sarram and Stephanie S. Ivey, 2022. Evaluating the potential of online review data for augmenting traditional transportation planning performance management. The study focuses on conventional transportation planning decision making. There are five concepts examined in this condition, namely safety/security, mobility/mobility, cultural/cultural, environment/environmental, facilities/amenities and socio-economic. This research was conducted in two cities, namely Memphis and San Francisco. The two cities place the highest crime and accidents, then mobility with traffic and modal shifts, the third culture is like racism and the lowest socio-economic. Aspect-based outcomes are compatible with placing culture or lifestyle next. This new environmental attribute is not recommended, but from the results of this study the environment is closely related to the socio-economic characteristics of the two cities.
Furthermore, according to Ofyar Z Tamin, 2007 in his paper entitled Towards the creation of a sustainable transportation system in big cities in Indonesia concluded that: policies for developing urban transportation systems in Indonesia that use conventional approaches, namely predict and provide or forecast and provide, must be abandoned and replaced with a new approach, namely predict and prevent, namely by carrying out management or management efforts on the transportation demand side, known as Transport Demand Management (TDM) or Transportation Demand Management (MKT). The concept of Transportation Needs Management (MKT) and several strategies that can be implemented in big cities in Indonesia. Policies that can be implemented in implementing the MKT concept must be able to lead to the occurrence of several effects of shifts in space and time, such as, 1) the impact of shifts in time; the movement process occurs at the same location, but at a different time, 2) the impact of a shift in route/location; movement processes occur at the same time, but on different routes or locations, 3) the impact of modal shifts; the movement process occurs at the same location and at the same time, but with different modes of transportation, 4) the impact of a shift in the destination location; the movement process occurs at the same location, the same time, and the same mode of transportation, but with a different destination. There is no one policy (single solution) that can directly solve the urban transportation problem completely. The policy that must be taken must be a combination of several policies or strategies that synergistically will be able to solve existing transportation problems. Several other supporting policies must be carried out jointly in order to support the success of the MKT concept. Furthermore, the concept of sustainable transportation is described in a form like Figure 3 below:

![Figure 3. Interaction between elements in a sustainable transportation system (Center for Sustainable Development, 1997 in Ofyar Z Tamin)](image)

A sustainable transportation system is defined as one that provides access to the basic needs of individuals or communities safely and in a manner consistent with human and ecosystem health, with present and future societal equity.

According to Jiin Yoo and Yooncheong Cho, 2022 in their paper entitled Investigating the Factors on Public Transportation System for Citizen Relationship and Sustainability argue about public transportation in the concept of sustainability. His opinion is to investigate the key factors influencing public transport users' dissatisfaction with the transportation system by highlighting the need for community participation and increased sustainable management of advanced technology. The research questions applied in this study include; 1) how is the dissatisfaction factor related to the type of transportation mode; 2) how the proposed factors influence citizen dissatisfaction; 3) how the improvement of public transport services affects the level of expected satisfaction; and how expected satisfaction affects policy agreements and government confidence. Research design, data and methodology: For qualitative research, civic opinion was collected and chi-square analysis was applied using keywords. in quantitative research, online surveys were collected from factor analysis and multiple regression was applied. The efficiency of the operating system and safety against dissatisfaction is significant for the three modes of public transportation. This study found that
perceptions of government policies and trust in the government will increase as expected satisfaction increases. Furthermore, it describes the managerial and policy implications for the community in policy makers addressing the needs and strategies for improving the public transportation system with consideration of public relations management in sustainable development. In this study a theory of sustainability regarding public transportation will be raised with the name MODEL SUSTAIN_SARPRASKOKABO_2023. This model refers to the management of public transportation that is friendly to the environment, friendly to users and friendly to managers. So that the sustainability of public transportation management supported by reliable infrastructure like those in foreign countries will soon be realized.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion from a literature review on transportation facilities, namely cars, buses, motorcycles, bicycles and road transportation infrastructure, traffic signs, bridges, terminals in the study area places that a thorough study of research activities on the sustainability model is needed in order to obtain a clear concept. This concept is called MODEL SUSTAIN-SARPRASKOKABO_2023. This model will continue to be developed along with the concept of transportation development in Indonesia in general. By referring to this initial concept, it is hoped that a balanced and sustainable traffic pattern in Indonesia will soon be realized.
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